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Fair Use Agreement
This agreement covers the use of all slides in this document, please read
carefully.
•

You may freely use these slides, if:
– You send me an email telling me the conference/venue/company name
in advance, and which slides you wish to use.
– You receive a positive confirmation email back from me.
– My name (R. Ptucha) appears on each slide you use.

(c) Raymond Ptucha, rwpeec@rit.edu
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9-9:30am
9:30-10:00am
10:00-10:30am
10:30-10:45am
10:45-11:15am
11:15-11:35am
11:35-11:55pm
11:55-12:30am

Part I: Introduction
Part II: Convolutional Neural Nets
Part III: Fully Convolutional Nets
Break
Part IV: Facial Understanding
Part V: Recurrent Neural Nets
Part VI: Generative Adversarial Nets
Hands-on with NVIDIA DIGITS
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Intuition
• Bad guy analyzes real
money and tries to make
counterfeit bills

Generator
Jointly learn prob of input and
labels simultaneously P(x,y)

• Bank considers itself an
expert at classifying money
as real or counterfeit

Two-player
game

Discriminator
Given x, what is its class, P(y|x)

Images from https://www.slideshare.net/ThomasDaSilvaPaula/a-very-gentle-introduction-to-generative-adversarial-networks-aka-gans-71614428
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Structure of GANs
• Two competing neural networks:
• Generator tries to generate realistic samples to fool
discriminator.
• Discriminator tries to distinguish between real and actual
samples.

𝑧
Noise or noise
with content
specific
information

Generator
Given some
statistical
measures, generate
a real looking
instance

𝑥
Generated
instance

𝑥
Actual (real)
instance

Backprop used to update
discriminator and generator

Discriminator
Distinguish
between generated
and actual
instances
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Structure of GANs
• We desire to continue training until:
• The Generator exactly matches the true data
representation.
• The Discriminator can no longer tell the difference
between generated and actual samples.

𝑧
Noise or noise
with content
specific
information

Generator
Given some
statistical
measures, generate
a real looking
instance

𝑥
Generated
instance

𝑥
Actual (real)
instance
Ptucha

Discriminator
Distinguish
between generated
and actual
instances
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Structure of GANs
• When done, we generally toss the Discriminator.
• The Generator is now useful for data augmentation,
unsupervised training, sample generation, sample
understanding, …

𝑧
Noise or noise
with content
specific
information

Generator
Given some
statistical
measures, generate
a real looking
instance

𝑥
Generated
instance

Discriminator

𝑥
Actual (real)
instance

Distinguish
between generated
and actual
instances
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What is Going On??
• Pick any domain, say images, sentences, sounds, etc; use
millions of such samples to train a model to generate data to
look as if it came from the original distribution.
• Unsupervised as no need for GT collection.
• Eventually GANs might be able to automatically discover and
learn features of our world in an unsupervised fashion- once
properly grouped only a few labelled exemplars are needed.

Solve for q such that noise
vector is converted to
realistic image.

Black dots
are actual
samples and
blue area is
area is high
probability of
real image
KL_divergence loss or similar
https://blog.openai.com/generative-models/
Ptucha
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
for Image Generation
• Jointly learn Discriminator (real vs. fake) and
(image) Generator.
Discriminator

Radford, arXiv:1511.06434 (2015).

Image generator
(transpose convolution & upsampling)

Can generate
image starting
with noise
Ptucha

SegNet, PAMI’17
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GANs For Image Generation
• GANs have outperformed other statistical methods
at image generation.

“Unsupervised Representation Learning with Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks”
Ptucha
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Goodfellow et al. ‘14
• Train discriminator, D to maximize probability of
detecting real vs. fake images.
• Train generator, G to minimize log(1-D(G(z))).
min max 𝑉 𝐷, 𝐺 = 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) log 𝐷(𝑥) + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧 (𝑧) log(1 − 𝐷 𝐺 𝑧 ))
𝐺

𝐷

Stress Reduction Kit

Bang
Head
Here

Kit Directions:
1. Place kit on firm surface
2. Follow directions in circle of kit
3. Repeat step 2 as necessary, or unconscious
4. If unconscious, cease stress reduction activity.
Ptucha
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Goodfellow et al. ‘14
• Train discriminator, D to maximize probability of
detecting real vs. fake images.
• Train generator, G to minimize log(1-D(G(z))).
min max 𝑉 𝐷, 𝐺 = 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) log 𝐷(𝑥) + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧 (𝑧) log(1 − 𝐷 𝐺 𝑧 ))
𝐺

𝐷

Real data

Fake data

• Discriminator, D trained to output a 0 when fake input, 1
when real. Discriminator D output values in range {0:1}.
• Generator, G wants to trick discriminator, so G is trained such
that when output of generator, G(z) is passed into
discriminator D(G(z)), then the discriminator gets fooled and
outputs a 1.
Ptucha
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Goodfellow et al. ‘14
• Train discriminator, D to maximize probability of
detecting real vs. fake images.
• Train generator, G to minimize log(1-D(G(z))).
Real data

Fake data

min max 𝑉 𝐷, 𝐺 = 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) log 𝐷(𝑥) + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧 (𝑧) log(1 − 𝐷 𝐺 𝑧 ))
𝐺

𝐷
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Goodfellow et al. ‘14
• Train discriminator, D to maximize probability of
detecting real vs. fake images.
• Train generator, G to minimize log(1-D(G(z))).
Real data

Fake data

min max 𝑉 𝐷, 𝐺 = 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) log 𝐷(𝑥) + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧 (𝑧) log(1 − 𝐷 𝐺 𝑧 ))
𝐺

𝐷

Discriminator on Real Data:
Discriminator wants to
output a 1, therefore we
want to maximize this!

Discriminator on Fake Data:
Discriminator wants to
output a 0, therefore we
want to maximize this!

Ptucha
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Goodfellow et al. ‘14
• Train discriminator, D to maximize probability of
detecting real vs. fake images.
• Train generator, G to minimize log(1-D(G(z))).
Fake data

Real data

min max 𝑉 𝐷, 𝐺 = 𝔼𝑥~𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) log 𝐷(𝑥) + 𝔼𝑧~𝑝𝑧 (𝑧) log(1 − 𝐷 𝐺 𝑧 ))
𝐺

𝐷

Generator on Fake Data:
Generator wants to fake
discriminator, or cause
discriminator to output a 1,
therefore we want to
minimize this!
Ptucha

• Handful of existing GAN
projects.

• Introductory description as
well as TensorFlow code
with 1D Gaussian example.
http://blog.aylien.com/introductiongenerative-adversarial-networkscode-tensorflow/
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https://blog.openai.com/generative-models/
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Other Good Resources
• Listing of hundreds of GAN
papers:
• The GAN Zoohttps://github.com/hindu
puravinash/the-gan-zoo
• Tips and tricks for training
GANs:
• https://github.com/soumi
th/ganhacks

Ptucha
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Training Difficulties
• Finding Nash equilibrium (each player feels
like they are in a local optimum) difficult.
• Mode collapse- the generator starts to
produce several copies of the same (good)
instance.
• Oscillation between solutions.
• Initially, hard for generator, easy for
discriminator.
Ptucha
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LAPGAN
Laplacian Pyramid GAN, Denton et al. (2015)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.05751

• GAN creates
discriminator and
generator.
• After training, discard
discriminator
• Generator creates
natural images up to
64×64 pixels.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_%28image_processing%29#/media/File:Image_pyramid.svg

Ptucha
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DCGAN
Deep Convolutional GAN, Radford et al. (2016)
• Fully convolutional deep CNN generator.
• Solve for parameters, such that when given 100
random numbers, generates a 64x64 image that
looks like the training data.

Input is 100
random (uniform
distribution)
numbers

https://arxiv.org/abs/1511.06434
Ptucha

Output is
64×64×3 image
23
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DCGAN- Vector Arithmetic

Man with
glasses

Man
without
glasses

Woman
without
glasses

Woman with
glasses

Ptucha
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Improved Techniques for Training
GANs, Salimans et al. (2016)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03498

• Techniques to encourage convergence.
• Very difficult as cost functions are not convex,
parameters are continuous, and parameter space is
high dimensional.
• Modified cost function to encourage better generator.
• Minibatch discrimination to avoid mode collapse:
– Compute feature statistics across the entire minibatch (not
only from individual images). Images generated from each
minibatch will exhibit similar statistics.

• Replace batch norm with virtual batch normalization
(which uses a reference batch).
Ptucha
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Improved Techniques for Training
GANs, Salimans et al. (2016)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03498

• Use human judges to access quality as well as
introduce inception score.

SVHN
generated
images
CIFAR10 generated images

Ptucha

ImageNet generated images
(first to generate 128×128
images, but note low quality
due to large number of classes
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InfoGAN
Chen et al. (2016)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03657

• Steering or encourage generator to learn
specific representations
• Disentangled representations (facial
expression, eye color, hairstyle, glasses, …)
• Uses noise, z and latent code c.

Ptucha
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InfoGAN
Chen et al. (2016)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03657

5 samples

10 different variations- this is
done by doing a sweep on
the input code to the
generator

Ptucha
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InfoGAN
Chen et al. (2016)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03657

5 samples

10 different variations- this is
done by doing a sweep on
the input code to the
generator

Pose Variations

Lighting Variations
Ptucha
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cGAN (conditional GAN)

Ptucha
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Super resolution

Ptucha
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Source to Target Domain CycleGAN,
Transfer
Zhu et al., 2017
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Plug & Play Generative Network
Sampler Update Rule: p(x)

Nguyen et al. CVPR’17

Modified (1) for signal
generation purposes.

Take a step from xt to xt+1
in a direction such that
xt+1 looks more like a real
image (from any class).

Take a step from xt
to xt+1 in a direction
such that xt+1 looks
more like a real
image from class yc.

Add noise to
encourage diversity
in generated image.

• Probability image looks like a real image (from any class)
• Theorized that a Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) can
approximate this step: Rx(x)-x
x

DAE

Rx(x)

Match
http://anhnguyen.me/project/ppgn/

Ptucha
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PPGN In Practice:
Generate Images for a Certain Class
• Start with random h, compare generated class with desired
• Backprop error to h (fixed G and CNN), regenerate class,
• Repeat until convergence

Softmax, class==“cardoon”?

h

G

x

CNN

h’

Backprop error to update h
(Note: G and CNN fixed)

CNN

Similar to
Neuralstyle!

Ptucha
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PPGN In Practice:
Generate Images for a Certain Class
• Start with random h, compare generated class with desired
• Backprop error to h (fixed G and CNN), regenerate class,
• Repeat until convergence

Softmax, class==“cardoon”?

h

G

x

CNN

h’

Backprop error to update h
CNN

Ptucha
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PPGN In Practice:
Generate Images for a Certain Class
• Start with random h, compare generated class with desired
• Backprop error to h (fixed G and CNN), regenerate class,
• Repeat until convergence

Softmax, class==“cardoon”?

h

G

x

CNN

h’

CNN

Pixel
reconstruction
error

Cross-entropy loss

Random noise

Ptucha
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PPGN In Practice:
Generate Images from a Caption
• Start with random h, compare generated caption with desired
• Backprop error to h (fixed G and CNN), regenerate caption,
• Repeat until convergence
Desired Caption
h

G

x

CNN

h’

CNN

Pixel
reconstruction
error
Ptucha

Caption loss

Random noise
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Alternate Method using GANS for
Text2Image
Reed, Scott, et al. "Generative adversarial text to image synthesis." arXiv preprint arXiv:1605.05396(2016).
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http://research.nvidia.com/sites/default/files/pubs/2017-10_Progressive-Growing-of/karras2018iclr-paper.pdf

Ptucha
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Progressing Growing of GANs
Start with low resolution, and then incrementally increase resolution.
Finer scale details

Discriminator, D

Generator, G

Large scale structure

Ptucha
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Progressing Growing of GANs
Finer scale details

Discriminator, D

Generator, G

Large scale structure

• G and D are mirror architectures, and both trained
throughout the process.
• When done, G is used to create images from latent ℎ ∈ ℝ512
Ptucha
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Feathering from Lower to Higher Res
Generator, G

example going from 16×16 to 32×32

Use 1×1 conv
to convert
from f maps
to RGB

Discriminator, D

•
•

2×
upsampling

Inverse of
toRGB
pooling

During the transition (b), layers that operate on the higher resolution like a
residual block, increase using weight α linearly from 0 to 1 over time.
When training the discriminator, real images are downscaled to match the
current resolution of the network.
Ptucha
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Training your own GAN?
https://github.com/soumith/ganhacks

Ptucha
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Thank you!!
Ray Ptucha
rwpeec@rit.edu

https://www.rit.edu/mil
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